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1. Introduction 
Following Evstigneev [4] one can define a Markov stopping set for random fields 
which is some generalization of Markov stopping point (Meyer [ 111). Using this 
concept we prove some theorems about stochastic integral with respect to a Wiener 
random field. Namely, if 7 is a Markov stopping set with values in {R,, z E r} where 
R, is a rectangle [0, z] and r is some increasing path, then for J,-adapted random 
field X,, 
The integral j& X, d W,, is defined in Wong and Zakai [ 181. 
Also some martingale properties of the random field Y, =jz, X,1,(u) d W, are 
proved. Afterwards some version of problem of random change of time in a random 
field context is considered. Since we do not assume there any exponential structure, 
this theorem is not a consequence of the results of Sorensen and Stefanov [15,16] 
(see Remark 3,4). Let us now consider a random diffusion field X,, z = (x, y) E R:, 
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defined on probability space (0, J, P) and satisfying 
differential equation 
dX,=&z,(X)dz+dW,, ZER,. 
the following stochastic 
X vanishes on the axes almost surely and ( W,, Jz) is a Wiener random field. Assume 
that 
P 
(I 
a’,(X) du c= cc = 1 for every R, 
4 ) 
and 
P 
(5 
a;(X) dz = cc = 1. 
R: ) 
A sequential plan for estimation of the parameter 13 is derived. It is proved that the 
estimator is unbiased, normally distributed and consistent. Under some additional 
assumptions guaranteeing the absolute continuity of the measure corresponding to 
the random field X we prove some other optimal properties of constructed sequential 
plan. The results are analogous to those of Novikov [ 121, Le Breton and Musiela [9]. 
2. Stochastic integrals 
By R: = [0, ~0) x [0, CO) we denote the positive quadrant of the plane. In this set we 
can define the relation of partial ordering as follows: for z,, z2 E R:, z, = (x,, yl), 
z2 = (x*, Y2L 
z,sz2 iff x,<x2 and ylsyz. 
We write 
z1< z2 iff x,<x, and y,<y2. 
Let us introduce the notation 
z10 z2 = (x1, Yzh 
For each Z~E R:, R, will denote the rectangle {z E R: : z s z,,}. Let (0, J, P) be a 
probability space and {Jz, z E R,} be a family of sub-a-algebras which satisfy 
conditions F1-F4 of Wong and Zakai [18]. Let X,, z E R,, be a random field defined 
on (0, J, P). The following formula 
defines an increment of the random field X, on the rectangle (z, , z2] = 
{ZE R:: z, < z c zz}. 
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In the sequel we shall assume that the random field X satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(A) X is a measurable function of the arguments (w, z) with respect to J X PR:, 
(B) JR,” EX: dz < ~0, 
(C,) X, is J,-measurable for all z E R,, 
(Ci) for each z E R,,, X, is Ji-measurable, where i = 1 or 2 and .I: =JzozO, 
JI = J*@&. 
Hi will denote the space of functions X satisfying conditions (A), (B) and (C,), 
i E (0, 1,2}. 
For X E H, we can define jKIO X, d W,, where W is a Wiener random field, (Cairoli 
and Walsh [3]). We can write 
(2.1) 
Remark 2.1. If the random field X satisfies conditions (A), (B) and one of (C,), 
i E (0, 1,2}, with R: replacing R, then one can define 
I 
X, d W, = 1.i.m. 
I 
X, dw,, (2.2) 
R: n+m R. -,I 
where Rz,a is an arbitrary sequence of rectangles R,TR: and 1.i.m. means a conver- 
gence in L*(O, J, P) (see remark in [3, p. 1271). By [3, Theorems 2.2 and 2.31 the 
limit in formula (2.2) exists. 
Remark 2.2. Let us replace the condition (B) by 
@‘I P X;dz<oo =l. 
K. > 
Following [19] the stochastic integral (2.1) can be extended to all X satisfying 
conditions (A), (B’) and one of (Ci). This stochastic integral can also be defined 
over R: by the formula 
X, d W, = P-lim X, d W, 
-,I 
(2.3) 
for an arbitrary sequence of rectangles RzHTR: and X satisfying the same conditions 
as above with R: replacing R, (P-lim means a convergence in P-probability). 
Lemma 1 of Wong and Zakai [ 191 implies that the integral I,: X, d W, is well defined. 
The stochastic integral (2.1) can be generalized to some random fields X which 
are not J=-measurable [18]. Let P be an increasing path connecting the origin and 
z,,. For each z E R, let zIT denote the smallest point on r greater than z. The path 
P divides R, into two parts: 
Df = {U E R,, : u 0 ur = u,}, the area below r, 
0: = {u E R,: ur 0 u = ur}, the area to the left of P. 
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We say that the random field X is r-adapted if X, is J,,.-measurable for each 
z E R,. Let H,. denote the set of r-adapted random fields X satisfying conditions 
(A) and (B). For X E Hr define 
xf, = x,1 r(z), D, i=l or2. 
Then Xf E Hi and X, = Xf’+X[z. We can write 
(X* w,$r 
I 
I 
X,dW,=(Xf* W),+(Xf* W),, ZER,. (2.4) 
R: 
If X is both r and r’ adapted (for example if X is {Jz}zERzO adapted) then 
(X * W): = (X * W>f’ [18, Proposition 2.~1. 
Remark 2.3. Analogously as in Remark 2.1 the stochastic integral (2,4) can be 
defined over R: by the formula 
I 
I‘ I- 
r X, d W,, = 1.i.m. 
R: n+m 
X,1,:;+) dW,+ 
I 
X&:;?,(u) d W, (2.5) 
R. R? 
-,I -n 
for r-adapted random field X satisfying conditions (A) and (B) with R: replacing 
R,,; R,, is an arbitrary sequence of rectangles such that R,TR:, z, + 00, z, E I’. 
Remark 2.4. By Remark 2.2 and [ 19, Proposition l] the stochastic integral (2.4) can 
be extended to all r-adapted random fields X satisfying conditions (A) and (B’). 
Replacing again the rectangle R,, with R: one can define the extended stochastic 
integral over R: by the formula 
X, d W,, = P-lim X, dW, 
R: -It 
(2.6) 
for an arbitrary sequence R,?,TR:, z, + 00, z, E r. By Lemma 1 [19] the stochastic 
integral (2.6) is well defined. 
In the sequel the following proposition will be useful. 
Proposition 2.1 (see also Gihman [5, Theorem 14g]). 
1”. If a random jield X E Hi, i E (0, 1,2}, then the following implication is true: 
(I) If X, = 0 for each z E R, and w E A E J then (X * W), = 0 for each z E R, and 
w E A. 
2”. Implication (I) is still true in the following cases: 
(a) ifx~ 6, 
(b) if condition (B) is replaced by (B’), 
(c) if we consider the stochastic integrals over R: . 
Part 1” of Proposition 2.1 is formulated in [5] without proof. Since we have not 
found in the literature an explicit formulation of part 2” of this proposition we give 
a proof of Proposition 2.1 in Section 5 for the sake of completeness. 
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Definition 2.1. A random field X,, z E R,, is said to be of diffusion type if there 
exist nonanticipative functionals a,(. ), b,( .) defined on the space C(R,) of con- 
tinuous functions such that 
and 
P 
(I 
laz(X)I dz <oo - 1, 
R. -0 
> - pURzO 
x, = 
I 
a,(X) ds -t 
i 
b,(X) dW, 
R: R: 
with P-probability 1 for each z E R,. 
(2.7) 
Sufficient conditions for existing such random fields are given in Cairoli [2], 
Yeh [21]. We assume that b,( .) = 1 and X, = 0 almost surely on the axes. 
Equation (2.7) can be rewritten in the equivalent differential form 
dX, = a,(X) dz+d W,. (2.8) 
3. Markov stopping sets and stochastic integrals 
Let _Kbe a family of compact subsets of R2 for which the following condition holds. 
Condition 3.1. For each natural number n there exists a countable family of compact 
sets P,(n), q E Q (Q is an arbitrary, countable set of indices), with diameter 
S(P,(n)) n’o3 - 0, such that for every K E 9” there exists a minimal (in the sense of 
relation of inclusion), finite covering C,,(K) 2 C,, E % of K by some sets among 
Pg(n), q E Q, for which 
Remark 3.1. If 
rl= {R,, z E R:} 
and 
pq(n) = p(i,j)(n) = LXi,n, Xi+L,nl ’ [.Yj,n, Yj+cl,nl, 
where 
xi, n = i/2”, Yj,n =.i/2”, q=(i,j)EQ=Z+XZ+, 
where Z+ is the set of non-negative integers, then Condition 3.1 is satisfied. 
Let (0, G {GKlKE7~, P) be a probability space. {GK}KEK is a family of sub-g- 
algebras of a-algebra G. It is also assumed that for each sequence K,,&K, K,, K E %C, 
GK,JGK as n+co. 
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Definition 3.1 (Evstigneev [4], R6ialiski [13]). A mapping 7: fi + x is called a 
Markov stopping set with respect to ({GK}KESc, Yt) if, for each K E Y& {w: T(W) c 
K}E GK. 
Definition 3.1 is closely related to Evstigneev’s definition of a Markov set (an 
optional “time”) [4]. In the following remark we discuss the relationship between 
these two definitions. 
Remark 3.2. Let 7 : 0 + YC be a Markov stopping set (An optional “time” in the 
sense of Evstigneev’s definition based on closed sets) with respect to the family 
{GC}C,‘G., where % is the set of all closed subsets of R2, then obviously T is a 
Markov stopping set with respect to ({GK}KS3t, Yl). A proof of the converse implica- 
tion is conditioned by choosing the family Yt If YC is the family of all compact 
subsets of R2 then a Markov stopping set T with respect to ({GK}KEz, Yt) is an 
optional “time”. This implication holds for Yt = { Rz}ztR: as well. 
Definition 3.2. G, is a q-algebra of sets U E G such that, for each K E YC, U n 
{w: T(O) s K} E G,. 
Suppose that the random field X, defined on a probability space (Q {J,}=, R:, J, P) 
satisfies conditions (A), (B’), (C,) for each rectangle R,. Let YL = {R, : z E R:} and 
GK = GRi = J,. For any Markov stopping set T with respect to ({Jz}zSR:, YC) we can 
define I, X, d W,, as the random variable Y7(X) such that 
Y,(X) = X,, d W,, on the set {w: T(W) = R,}. 
From [13, Lemmas 1 and 21, after slight modification for consistency with 
Definition 3.1, one can get that, for each R,, {w : T(W) = R,} E .T. Moreover, from 
remarks of Walsh [17, p. 1741 it follows that for each R,{w: T(O) = R,}E J,. This 
assertion follows because to every Markov stopping set T with respect to 
({Jz)z, R:, {&)~GR: ) there corresponds a stopping point F (see [ 11,171 for definition) 
with respect to {Jz}zeR : by the following rule 
T takes on the value R, iff ? takes on the value z. (3.1) 
The random variable Y,(X) is G, “=f J, measurable. This fact is a consequence of 
sample continuity of extended stochastic integral (Wong and Zakai [20]) and 
Condition 3.1 together with right continuity of the family {Jz} [13]. We can also 
use the remarks of Walsh [17, p. 1741 and (3.1). 
By the same way as above we can define jr X,, d W,, for r-adapted random field 
X, satisfying conditions (A), (B’) for each rectangle R, and T being a Markov 
stopping set with respect to 
({&)~EI-, Yc = {Rz),,,). 
Using the results reviewed in the previous section we prove some theorems 
connecting the concept of Markov stopping set with stochastic integral. 
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Proposition 3.1. Let X,, ZE R:, be a random field defined on a probability space 
(G {JAtR:, J, P) and satisfying conditions (A), (B’), (C,) for each rectangle R,. Let 
I be some increasing path. If I is a Markov stopping set with respect to ({Jz}ztt-, .‘7t= 
{R,TR:, z + CO, z E I}) such that 
P (3.2) 
then 
~~X~dW.=~~~X~l;(u)dw.. 
Remark 3.3. If X, is a r-adapted random field then under assumption (3.2) 
I 
l- I- 
X,,dW,,= X,1,(u) d Wu. 
* Ri 
Proposition 3.1 and Remark 3.3 generalize formula (4.64) of Liptser and Shiryayev 
[lOI. 
The following proposition is some modification of Proposition 2.lb of Wong and 
Zakai [18]. 
Proposition 3.2. Let X,, z E R:, be a random$eld defined on (0, {Jz}zCR:, J, P) which 
satisfies conditions (A), (C,) for each z E R:. If r is a Markov stopping set with respect 
to ({J,},..,rt={R,~R:,z~oo,z~r}) such that 
then the random field Y, = ,L_ X,, 1 T(u) d W, is a one-parameter regular martingale on 
_ the path I? Moreover, 
I- 2 
M,= 
(I 
X,1,(u) d Wz, 
> I 
- X2,1,(u) du 
R: R; 
is a one-parameter regular martingale on the path I. 
The next theorem is some version of problem of random change of time in random 
fields context (Knight [8], Liptser and Shiryayev [lo]). 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that X, is a random field defined on (0, {Jz}ztR:, J, P) and 
satisfying conditions (A), (B’), (C,) f or each rectangle R,. We also assume that 
P X;du=oo =I, 
> 
I is an increasing, continuous path and 
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Let us define a Markov stopping set G-~,~ with respect to ({Jz}zGT, 3%) by the formula 
rH,,.=min{R,,zEr: lR_x:du=H} 
(by min{R,, z E r: R, E .&} we mean a rectangle R,E & which is contained in all 
rectangles from ti). Then the stochastic process 
is a Wiener process. 
Proposition 3.3 (see also S$rensen [14]). A ssume that X, satisfies conditions (A), 
(C,) for each z E R: and 
l+R,cR:: I,_ Xtdu+=I, P([R;X:du=u)=L, 
then under the same assumptions on r as in Theorem 3.1 the process 
WmJr~,rl=([‘~ 
R: 
XlTH,.(u) dwu, J+,,r 
> 
(5 
r 
= X&,,.W dwu, JT,,,. 
‘H,I‘ > 
, ffa0, 
is a Wiener process. 
Remark 3.4. Since we do not assume here any exponential structure about X 
Theorem 3.1 is not a consequence of [15,16] except the case when 
E(exp( -I,_ X, d W, -4 JR_ Xa ds)) = 1 for each z E R:. 
This condition is in particular satisfied if sup (,,,IX,(w)l s c, z E R: [18, Theorems 
3.1 and 6.1; 6, Proposition 7.21. Moreover, Proposition 3.3 is valid in the so called 
“exploding” case for diffusion type random field X, that means there exists a 
rectangle R, for which JR_ af(X) ds = co with positive P-probability (see also [14]). 
Let V denote a set of realizations of the random field X, and let F be a g-algebra 
generated by cylindrical sets. By FK we denote a a-algebra of subsets of V generated 
by cylindrical sets 
in: (n(s,), n(sz), . f . , u(s,)) E RI, BEPR,,, siEK, iE{1,2,. ., n}, KEYC. 
The random field X generates a measure Pi. This measure restricted to FK will be 
denoted by ~5. 
Theorem 3.2. Assume that YL is a family of compact subsets of R2 satisfying condition 
3.1 and T: V+ YC is a Markov stopping set with respect to ({FK}kEx, YC). If, for every 
K E Yt, ~5 is absolutely continuous with respect to pt and 
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where g : XX V+ R, is a function such that, for each K E rC, g( K, * ) is F,-measurable, 
g(K,, v)+g(K, u) p,,-almost surely as K,iK, then the function g(r( .), .) is F,- 
measurable and the measure px is absolutely continuous with respect to pLo on u-algebra 
F, with the following Radon- Nikodym derivative 
where p;(, p; are restrictions of the measures px, puo to the cr-algebra FT. 
Observe that if T : V+ Yt is a Markov stopping set with respect to ({FK}KEX, 
Yl= {Rz)zs~: ) then the F,-measurability of the function g( T(. ), .) follows from 
remarks of Walsh [ 17, p. 1741 because to every Markov stopping set 7 with respect 
to ({&;Izs~:. {Rz)zt~: ) there corresponds a stopping point e with respect to 
{&,]zt~: by (3.1). 
Remark 3.5. Theorem 3.2 differs from that in [ 131. We have dropped two additional 
assumptions on the family 5Y which are not essential in the proof of the theorem. 
4. Application in sequential estimation for a random diffusion field 
Consider a random diffusion field X, defined on (0, {Jz}ztR:, J, P) which is a 
solution of the following stochastic differential equation 
dX, = Oa,(X) dz+dW,, (4.1) 
X vanishes on the axes with P-probability 1, 0 E R. Furthermore assume that 
P 
(I 
at(X) ds <CO 
R, > 
= 1 for each R, c R:, 
P (5 a:(X) ds = co = 1. R: > 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
The random field X generates a measure pLe on ( V, F). Let 5Y = {R,, z E R:}. We 
also assume that 7 is a Markov stopping set with respect to ({ FR=}ztR:, X). Obviously 
r(X) is a Markov stopping set with respect to ({Jz}ztR:, Yl). 
Definition 4.1. By a sequential plan we mean a pair 6 = (7, f), where T is a Markov 
stopping set and f is an estimator for a parameter function h (0). The estimator is 
based on an observation of the random field X on the set r. 
Let r be an increasing, continuous path like in Theorem 3.1. Define the Markov 
stopping set T,,~ as follows: 
7,,(a)=min(R,,ztT: JR_ a:(u)ds=H). 
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We see that rH,I. is a Markov stopping set with respect to 
(rC’= {RJR:, ~+a, 2~ r>, {&,)zt,.). 
Moreover, T, T~,~(X) is a Markov stopping set with respect to ({Jz}ztR:, YC). Let us 
consider the following sequential plan 
6 HJ = a,(X) dx, 
> 
= (%,r(XL OH,,.,. 
Proposition 4.1. The estimator iH,,, is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance 
1/H. It is also a consistent estimator of the parameter 9 as H + CO. 
Remark 4.1. Suppose that instead of (4.2) the following condition, together with 
(4.3), is satisfied: 
Then by Proposition 3.3 we conclude that the estimator 
1 I’ -1 e HJ-=- 
H 
a,(X)L,,,.(s) dX.7 
‘I+,, 
is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance l/H. It is also a consistent estimator 
of 8 as H-+oo. 
Now assume that: 
(L) for each R, c R: the measure p f= ’ IS absolutely continuous with respect to 
the measure p 5 corresponding to the Wiener random field W,. Sufficient conditions 
for (L) are given in [6,18]. By condition (L) and Theorem 3.2 we get that the 
measure pi is absolutely continuous with respect to the measure pTw and 
dpu’, 
-=exp 0 
dll.‘Iv (5 I 
aJX)dX,-;+X)ds). (4.4) 
By the Fisher-Neyman theorem S, = (5, a,Y(X) dX,, 5, a:(X) ds) is a sufficient 
statistic for the parameter 8. Therefore we are concerned with estimators f=f(S,) 
only. If 6 = (r,f(S,)) is an unbiased, sequential plan (that means f is unbiased 
estimator) of the parameter h( f3), where h : R + R is a differentiable function, then 
under some regularity conditions the Cramer-Rao-Wolfowitz inequality holds and 
(4.5) 
We say that a sequential plan S = (r,_/(S)) is efficient if the equality in (4.5) holds 
for each 0 E R. 
Let 
Yt,= {RCt,) = [0, t] x [0, t], t 2 0) and 
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Let 70,H = 4PH,PH). For this Markov stopping set of maximum likelihood estimator 
of the parameter 8 takes the form 
(4.6) 
In the all subsequent propositions we assume that condition (L) is satisfied. 
Proposition 4.2. The sequential plan (T~,~, e^,) is eficient. 
Proposition 4.3. The sequential plan (r O,H, iH) is of minimal variance in the set of all 
unbiased, sequential plans satisfying the condition 
& 
I 
a:(X) ds< H and EHf2<a, (4.7) 
7 
where T is a Markov stopping set with respect to ({Jz}ziR:, X). 
Let L(f, 0) be a loss incurred by a statistician if 0 is a true value of the parameter 
and f is an estimate he uses. The function R(6, 0) = E,L(L 0) is called a risk. Let 
D be a set of sequential plans 6. A sequential plan so = (TO, f “) E D is said to be 
minimax in the class D of sequential plans if 
sup R(6”, 0) = inf sup R(6, 0). 
H i?tn 0 
A sequential plan 6, = (TO, fO) E D is called admissible in the class D of sequential 
plans if there exists no other sequential plan 6 E D such that R(6, 0) G R(6,,, 0) for 
all 19 with the strong inequality at least one 0. 
Proposition 4.4. Let L(J; 0) = (f - t3)‘. 771 en the plan (T~,~, iHH) is admissible and 
minimax in the class of all sequential plans 6 = (7, f) satisfying condition (4.7) with r 
being a Markov stopping set with respect to ({Jz}ztR;, YC). 
Remark 4.2. Some approximation of the sequential plan (T~,~, 8^,) can be 
constructed. Assume that dX, = OaZ(XZ) dz+d W,, where X vanishes on the axes. 
Let {Pl,} be a family of rectangles 
P,j=[iA,(i+l)A]x[jA,(j+l)A], A>o,i,j~Z+. 
Let us define a Markov stopping time 
p;(X) =inf kA: ,$, a’((~;‘_,, y,‘_,), X(x:_,, yf_,))A*z H 
I 
, 
1, 
where 
(x~_ly~-:-l)=((i-l)A,(j-l)A), l~isk and lcjsk. 
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If we define the estimator 
where I c is Am’ p”, and 14 j s A-’ p”, , then iH,n + i, in P-probability as i\ + 0. 
5. Proofs 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. 1”. Let 4 be a simple function. It means, there exists a 
finite number of disjoint rectangles (zk, zk+, 1, zk < zk+, , k E {1,2, . . . , n} and 
bounded random variables (Ye - Jt, (JZ, if i = 0) measurable, i E (0, 1,2}, such that 
n 
4z = c ~kl~Z~,Z~,,](Z). 
k=l 
For such simple function d, implication (I) is obviously true. If X E Hi with X, = 0 
for all z E R,, and w E A then we can choose a sequence of simple functions 4,, such 
that E I,_ (& -X)’ dz 
- 0 
z 0 and 4,,(z) = 0 for all z E R,, and w E A. Therefore 
( c$, 0 W), converges to (X 0 W), in L2(Q J, P) and by Riesz theorem about conver- 
gence in P-probability we conclude that (X 0 W), = 0 for all z E R, and w E A. 
2”. (a) The proof follows from the definition of r-stochastic integral and 1”. 
(b) Let X satisfies conditions (A), (B’) and one of (Ci). We can choose a sequence 
4,, such that E I,,,] 4: dz (~0, j,,,, (4,(z) -X,)* dz z 0 in P-probability and 
4,,(z) = 0 for all z E R, and w E A. Further the proof is the same as that of 1”. 
(Applying the definition of r-adapted random field X satisfying conditions (A), (B’).) 
(c) The proof follows directly from definitions of stochastic integrals over R: 
(Remarks 2.1-2.4). 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. It is easy to see that 1 7(z) is r-adapted. Hence X,1,(z) 
is r-adapted random field. From (3,2) we get 
P 
(I R: 
X:l,(u)dU<3C)=P(jX:.du<~)=l. 
Therefore in view of Remark 2.4 the stochastic integral IL: X,1,(u) d W, is well 
defined. By Proposition 2.1 the following equalities are true on the set {w: r(w) = R,}, 
ZEl-: 
~~X,dW,=~~_X..dW,,=~~~x~l,;(u)dW.=l~~X.l,,(uidW. 
I 
l- 
= 
Xl,(u) dwu. 
R: 
So we get the thesis. 
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Proof of Proposition 3.2. The random field X,1,(z) is r-adapted. By the assumption, 
E j, X’, du = E I,: X;l,(u) du <CO. Then the stochastic integral j& X,1,(u) d W,, 
is well defined and by Remark 2.3 it is an element of L”(G, J, P). We can also write 
1. 2 
E 
(I 
X,1,(u) dW,, = E 
> I 
X: du. 
R: 7 
Let Y, = SIR‘_ X,, l,( u) d W,,. By [ 18, Proposition 2.11, YZ is a one-parameter martingale 
on the path r If we choose some parametrization z(t) of the J’ then 
i 
I 
X,,l,(u)dW,=l.i.m. YzC,) z1.i.m. YZ, ZEK 
R: ,+‘X -_‘a 
Thus the random field ( YZ, J,) is a one-parameter regular martingale on the path 
c One can verify that {ji_ X:1,(u) d u, ZE r} is uniformly integrable family of 
random variables. Because also limz+~,zt,. I,_ X:1,(u) du = j, X’, du almost surely, 
we obtain that 
J L' X2,1,(u) du w J X2,du, ztzT. R, z+cT 7 
By [ 18, Proposition 2.11, 
I‘ 
Mz = (I 
2 
X,,lr(u) d W, 
R: > J 
- X;lr(u) du 
5 
is a one-parameter martingale on the K The previous considerations imply that M, 
converges in L’ to an integrable random variable as z + 00, z E r Thus Mz is regular 
martingale on the path K 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let us choose some increasing, continuous parametrization 
z(t) for the path K We can write T~,~. = RzcpH,I.j, where pH,[. = 
inf{f: JR;,,, X’, du = H}. The random field (Y, =I:_ X,1,,,,.(u) d W,, J,) is a one- 
parameter martingale on the path K Let 
(K, J,,,,) = (s’d:,,, X,&J4 d W,, -&(A. 
We have that (V,) = I,;,,, X~l_,,,(u) du. Therefore by [8] the process 
( v,,,., JZCP,,,,.J = (I X,1.,, (~1 dWu, Jr ,,, . ‘H.1‘ > 
is a Wiener process with respect to H. By Proposition 3.1, Iti, X, l+,,,.( u) d W,, = 
YH = I,,, ,. X, d W,, and we get the thesis. 
Proof of Proposition 3.3. The proof follows along the same lines as the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Simple geometrical considerations lead us to the conclusion 
that the following equivalence is true: for each K,, K, E X, K, c K, iff there exists 
N such that, for each n > N, C,(K,) c Cn(K2). 
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The rest of the proof follows along the same lines as the proof of Lemma 9 and 
Theorem 2 in [13]. 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. The proposition is a straightforward consequence of 
Theorem 3.1. It is enough to observe that 
u,~(X) dX, = O+$ a,(X) d W. 
If condition L is satisfied then Proposition 4.1 is a consequence of the results of 
Stefanov and Sorensen [15,16]. 
Proof of Proposition 4.2. It follows from the results of Stefanov [16]. 
Proof of Proposition 4.3. Let (r,f) be an unbiased, sequential plan such that 
Efl a:(x) dz < H and E,f2<m 
By (4,5) we have 
Var,f > 
1 1 
a--=Var, iH. 
E&&X)dz H 
Proof of Proposition 4.4. Let 6 = (~,f) be a sequential plan. Then, by (4.5), 
R(S, f3) = EH(f- 0)‘~ (l+(d/de)b(e)!2+b,(e) 
E. ST a:(X) dz ’ 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
where b( 0) = E,J- 0 is a bias of the plan. First we prove that the plan (T”,~, iH) 
is admissible in the class of all sequential plans 6 = (~,f) satisfying condition (5.1) 
with T being a Markov stopping set with respect to ({JZ}ZfR;, 7’). Suppose that 
6 O,H - (T",H, e^,) is not admissible. Then there exists a plan 6 = (7,s) such that (5.1) 
holds and R(6, 0) s R( 80,H, 0) = l/H with the strong inequality for some 8. By 
inequality (5.2) we have 
and the proof follows along the same lines as in [7,9]. Since this plan is a plan 
with constant risk it is a minimax (Blyth [l]). 
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